
Guide to Classes 
Classes are colour coded to indicate the type of exercise you will be taking.  A mixture of types is recommended to achieve optimum health benefits. 

Energy Cardiovascular based classes, exercising the heart and lungs, increasing stamina and burning fat. 

Power Strength based classes, improving all over body strength, conditioning and tone. 

Flow Classes focus on flexibility, posture, core strength and rehabilitation. 

Fitness Classes   Comber Leisure Centre  September to December 2018 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Spinning 

10am to 10.45am 

Pilates   

9.30am to 10.30am 

Hit it up (Gym) 

9.30am to 10am 

Pilates  

9.30am to 10.30am 

 

Hit it up (Gym) 

9.30am to 10am 

Boxfit Enler Room 

9.30am to 10.10am 
 

Express Kettlebells 

11am to 11.30am 

Chi Me  

11am to 11.45am 
 

Chair Aerobics  

11am to 11.45am 
 

Spinning 

10.15am to 11am 

Total Body Fitness 

1.15pm to 2pm 

    
Express Spin 

1pm to 1.30pm 
 

ExpressSpin   

2.15pm to 2.45pm 

       

Spinning 

6pm to 6.45pm 

RT24 

6pm to 6.30pm 

Express Stability Ball 

5.45pm to 6.15pm 
 

RT24 

6.15pm to 6.45pm 
 

  
Circuits 

7pm to 8pm 

Total Body Fitness 

6.45pm to 7.30pm 

Express Kettlebells 

6.30pm to 7pm 

Spinning 

  6.15pm to 7pm 

Express Spin 

7pm to 7.30pm 
 

Power Step 

7.10pm to 8.10pm 

Spinning 

7.45pm to 8.30pm 

Spinning 

7.15pm to 8pm 

Circuits   

7.15pm to 8.15pm 
 

 

 

Pilates   

8.15pm to 9.15pm 

Tai Chi 

8pm to 9pm 
     



Power Step - an aerobic workout utilising a step. 
 

Spinning - combines high-cadence riding with performance visualisation in an 
aerobic class-like environment. A more efficient and fun way to get in shape. 
Different fitness levels can workout together, unlike a road bike, no one is left 
behind. Spinning not only defines leg muscles but also arm, shoulder, abdominal 
and even neck muscles. 

Hit it up - high intensity all over body work out incorporating body weight and weights. 

Boxfit - a combination of core based exercises with pad work. 
 

Circuits - suitable for all levels of ability and experience. Participants move around 
a number of stations performing a different exercise at each one. This is a great 
'all-rounder', which focuses on cardiovascular muscle conditioning, improving 
stamina and strength. 
 

Kettlebells 
 
- this unique class uses weights shaped like a ball with a handle.  

Kettlebell training is good for strength, balance, agility and cardio endurance which 
is achieved through a variety of swing movements. 
 

RT24 - a new cutting edge training system, using both resistance and body weight 
functional movements for group sessions. 
 

Total Body Fitness -
 
the fastest way to get in shape! This workout uses barbells 

with adjustable weights. Pre-choreographed moves are performed to strong 
uplifting music, systematically working the whole body. Easy to follow, requiring no 
co-ordination and is suitable for everyone. 

Chi Me - can help improve muscular strength, balance, co-ordination, flexibility and 
relaxation. It also creates a sense of wellbeing and can improve quality of life.  
Chi Me can be easily adapted for anyone, from the most fit to those confined to a 
wheelchair. 
 

Pilates 
 
- the Pilates method represents a unique approach to exercise that 

develops body awareness, improving and changing the body’s postural and 
alignment habits and increasing flexibility and ease of movement. 
 

Stability Ball - energetic, fun class that helps activate the deep abdominal muscles with 
the use of the body ball as your body works to keep balanced. Maximises functional 
strength and condition of the abdominal and core muscle groups. 
 

Tai Chi - can help reduce stress, improve balance and general mobility and increase 
muscle strength in the legs. 

Chair Aerobics - the ideal class for those with limited mobility. Exercise whilst 
sitting in a chair to improve flexibility, heart and lungs. 

Express classes - small group 30 minute workouts, great for a good workout if 
you’re pushed for time. 
 

 
 

Please check with the centre that activities are running before setting out as all 
activities are subject to change at short notice.                 
 
 

All information is correct at time of going to print - August 2018 
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All classes take place in the Sports Hall with the exception of Spin which takes 
place in the Energy Studio. 
 
Class participants must be 16 years or over 
Classes can be booked at the centre or online (members only). 
Please note that flashing, coloured lights may be in operation during evening classes. 
 

Please see separate leaflets for classes at Ards and Portaferry. 
 

Customers are expected to abide by the centre’s Customer Charter and to: 
 turn up on time and dress appropriately for the activity they are taking part in 
 be responsible for their personal belongings. 

Comber Leisure Centre   
Castle Street, Comber, BT23 5DY 
Tel: 028 9187 4350   
Email: comberlc@ardsandnorthdown.gov.uk 
 
www.ardsandnorthdown.gov.uk 


